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O. Introduction 
Both the importance and the mysterious nature of the right adjoints to exponen- 
tial functors have emerged as part of the ongoing effort (now often called "Syn- 
thetic Differential Geometry") to use topoi as tools in reasoning intrinsically about 
smooth phenomena. Strengthening Lawvere's [8, 9] partial axiomatization of the 
generic tangent vector, D, several of the early workers in this approach to differen- 
tial topology (Kock, Wraith, Reyes and Dubuc) made significant use of an addi- 
tional connectivity/projectivity property of D. It was then realized (Lawvere [9, 10]) 
that this property was essentially equivalent to the existence of a further right ad- 
joint functor; and, more significantly, that this right adjoint must itself have a fun- 
damental geometric meaning (providing, for example, a construction of 
representing objects for the differential n-form functors). 
Kock [7] called objects whose exponential functor has a right adjoint 'atoms', a
term also used in the earlier elated work of Bunge [1]. However, to avoid confusion 
with the other (Boolean) use of the term 'atom' in topos theory, we prefer the ter- 
minology of Freyd [4] and Yetter [11]: 
Definition 0.1. In any category with products, an object A is tiny if it is exponen- 
tiable and its exponential functor has a right adjoint. The string of adjoints is 
denoted ( - )  xA ~ (_)A _q (--)A- 
Another notion whose importance was first noticed by Lawvere is that of an ob- 
ject 'discrete with respect o a tiny object A': 
Definition 0.2. An object X is A-discrete if the map X>-~X A, corresponding to 
XxA p---~X, under the adjunction, is an isomorphism. 
Notice, this definition makes sense for any exponentiable object in a category 
with products, however for tiny A, A-discrete objects will be seen to shed some fight 
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on the nature of the right adjoint itself. 
Throughout the following we will be concerned almost exclusively with tiny ob- 
jects in elementary topoi. 
1. Tininess 
As Lawvere has pointed out, tininess is a remarkable property. In 'the' category 
of set=. for example, only the terminator is tiny. Nonetheless, in more general topoi, 
tiny objects are relatively plentiful, as the following shows: 
Proposition 1.1. I f  C is a small category, X an object herein, and there is a functor 
( - )  u X giving coproducts with X for all objects in C, then the object [X,-] is 
tiny in Sets c. 
Proof. It is easy to check using the Yoneda Lemma that for any functor S: C--* Sets 
there is a natural isomorphism between the functors S[x'-](-) and S( -  u X). Thus 
the right adjoint (-)ix.-] is given at any functor T by the right Kan extension of T 
along ( -  tl X). 
In the case of topoi an alternate characterization of tiny objects was conjectured 
by Lawvere and first proved by Freyd [4]: 
Proposition 1.2. An object A in a topos E is tiny if and only if  the pullback functor's 
right adjoint, H A : E /A ~ E, has a right adjoint, 17 n : E ~ E/A (in Grothendieck's 
terminology, HA is a "local" geometric morphism). 
Proof. "If" Let (-)A =IIA(VA(--)). 
"Only if" For a tiny object A, define 17 n (X) by 
,rA(VA(X)) [ 
A 
suppA 
Proposition 1.3. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between isomor- 
phism classes of  tiny objects in a topos E, and natural equivalence classes of  essen- 
tial geometric morphisms from E to E whose inverse image functors, g* satisfy 
g*(-x)---g*(-)X for  all objects X in E. 
Verification that this gives the desired right adjoint is left to the reader. 
Yet another characterization f tiny objects in topoi is given by 
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Proof. For a tiny object A, ( - )xA-~ (_)A.~ (--)A is an essential geometric endo- 
morphism of E satisfying the additional condition. 
Conversely, given g!-~ g*-4 g,,  an essential geometric endomorphism of E with 
g, (X)~g. (_ )x  for all X, we have 
(g!( Y),X) = ( Y, g*(X))= (1, g*(X) V)=(1, g*(X r)) 
~(g,.(1),XV)=(g,.(1) x Y,X). 
Thus g!(Y)=g!(1)× Y, and hence g.(_)=(_)g~(1), and g.(-)=(-)g:(1). 
Proposition 1.3 suggests the way of viewing tiny objects which is most fruitful in 
dealing with their behavior under sheafification. 
An important result concerning the preservation of tininess in topoi is 'Freyd's 
Theorem' - Tininess is preserved by slicing - or more properly: 
Theorem 1.4. I f  A is a tiny object in a topos E, B any object in E, then As(A) is 
tiny in E/B. 
Warning. Although tininess, the existence of a right adjoint, is preserved, the right 
adjoint itself is not. It is not in general the case that (AB(X)),~B(A)=AB(XA). 
Proof. Fix A and B. 
First we define (--)aA on the objects arising as AX for some object X in E: 
supPA 
B ¢ 
where ¢ :B~ g2 A corresponds to the classifying map of the inclusion of constants 
into B A. 
To see that this has the right universal property, given (Y y , B), an object in E/B, 
we have natural bijections: 
maps (Y Y-Z+B) to (Z(AX,~A)-+B) in E/B 
squares Y '-~a 
,1 1 
B ~ 'QA in E 
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squares yA 
B A 
Xconst 
,g  
J supp 
in E 
partial maps YA- .x  with domain classified by 
yA Xcomt 
YA-" -+BA Q in E 
maps E to X in E, where E , yA , ~,A 
B , B A , B A const i A 
e 
maps (E  , B) to AX in E/B 
I t  is easy to verify that (E e.,B) satisfies the universal property defining 
( Y Y, B) '~A in E/B. 
To extend the definition of (--),~A to arbitrary objects (Y .Y, B) in E/B, we con- 
sider the following natural bijections: 
maps (Z-+B) AA to (Y'+B) 
squares (Z -+B)  zlA 
AY 
Ay 
, AB  where g is the generic point 
squares (Z ~ B) 
A 
AYAA 
' IAA --= 1
, ABAA where g : 1-'+ABaA corresponds 
to g" l'aA------- 1-*riB 
maps (Z~B)  to P where P 
A Y, A 
,1 
aY~A ' ABaA 
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Thus the object P defined above has the desired property. The definition of 
(--),~A on maps follows easily from the universal properties of the pullbacks used 
to define it on objects. 
Before we can consider the failure of this construction topreserve the right adjoint 
itself, or the behavior of tininess under other standard constructions on elementary 
topoi, we must examine the role of discreteness. 
2. Discreteness 
As will be seen, A-discrete objects play an important role in understanding con- 
structions which respect the tininess of A. Their importance, however, was first sug- 
gested by a theorem first proved in the case of Grothendieck topoi by Lawvere, and 
extended to elementary topoi by Freyd [4]: given any tiny, well-supported A, the A- 
discretes form a reflective, coreflective full subcategory, and hence are themselves 
a topos. 
The construction of the coreflection supplied below first appeared in Yetter [11], 
and unlike that of Freyd does not rely on the existence of a subobject classifier, and 
hence may be used for tiny, well-supported objects in any category with all finite 
limits. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  A is a well-supported tiny object in a topos E, then the ful l  sub- 
category o f  A-discrete objects, A-disc, is both reflective and coreflective. Hence 
A-disc is a topos, and E is a topos (essentially) over A-disc. Moreover A-disc is an 
exponential ideal ; in particular, the reflection preserves finite products. 
Proof. That A-disc is an exponential ideal is clear, so once the inclusion is shown 
to have a left adjoint, that left adjoint will preserve finite products. 
Given an object X, its A-discrete reflection is given by the coequalizer 
X A xA  xA  -',- .,~ 
) 
To verify that X is A-discrete, consider 
XxA ~lq ) 
XAxA ! qA 
The bottom map is epi by the tininess and well-supportedness of A. The diagram 
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commutes beginning at X A x A and going to X A since transposing it becomes 
XxAxA 
nl(n2),n2,n3 
X,4 xA  xA  
XlqX n2) J~'xA 
[,l 
)2  
which commutes ince q coequalizes 7tl(Tt2) and 7t2(Yt3) :X A xA xA- -*X.  
That Xis the reflection follows immediately from the universal property of the co- 
equalizer once it is noticed that for any map X f ,  Y, with Y A-discrete, rtl (rt2)f= 
rq (n3)f . 
The construction of the coreflection (=) is formally dual to that of the reflection. 
Let maps el, e2 be given by adjunctions as follows: 
X A xA  xA  7q(n2) X X A xA  xA  7tl(Tt3) ) )X  
XTII XIt2 
X A , X,4 x,4 X A , X A XA 
e I e 2 
X ' (x`4XA)A  X ' (xAXA)A  
Then the A-discrete coreflection of X,2, is given by the equalizer: 
e 1 
v i ) XA)A" x>.:&) x -,,- (x  a )) 
e2 
First we verify that for A-discrete Y there is a natural bijection between the maps 
from Y to X and maps from Y to 2 :  
Maps Y~I2  correspond to maps Y h) X so that hel = he2, But these correspond 
to maps Y h )X so that 
h A x 1,4 X 1AOItl(Tt2)=h A X 1` 4 X 1A o 7tl(Tt3). 
By the naturality conditions on evaluation maps, these in turn correspond to maps 
Y h ,x  so that rq(n2)oh=rtl(rt3)oh" yAxAxA~X.  But Y is A-discrete, so 
rtl(n2)=rtl(n3), thus these are all maps Y h ,X. 
Next we see that 2 thus constructed is A-discrete. Transposing back the lower A 
in the equalizer, we have 
But  
XTt! 
~A ~ X A _,_, ", X a ×A 
Xn2 
XX! 
X> 'X  a -'-, 'X  a×A 
const ) 
XX2 
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is .an equalizer since A is well-supported. 
Thus we have a diagram 
~)  c°nstR ) .~A 
i //v i A 
/ 
/ /  
X)  ) X A 
const x
By the universal property of the pullback there is a map X A f ,X  so that 
fo  constx= lxA , so constx is a (split) epi and a monic, and therefore an isomor- 
phism. 
Finally recall that an exact coreflective full subcategory of a topos is itself a topos, 
and that the inclusion and coreflection are the inverse and direct image functors of 
a geometric morphism. 
A similar result holds if we consider (external) families of well-supported tiny 
objects. 
Definition 2.2. If ~t = {A i} i~ I is an/-indexed family of tiny objects in a category 
with finite products, an object X is ~t-discrete if it is Ai-discrete for every ie I .  
Theorem 2.3. I f  E is a topos with K-indexed products, ~t a K-indexed family o f  
tiny, well-supported objects, then the full subcategory of  ~t-discrete objects is re- 
flective and coreflective and an exponential ideal. 
Proof. The reflection is given as a coequalizer 
H (7q(~2)) 
• , ), 
]_I xA ixA i×a i  -'- X- '~°t)~ I ) 
i~K ].[ (7[1 (7f3)) 
(The coproduct exists by a result of Mikkelsen & Par6 in [6].) 
The coreflection is given by the equalizer 
H %) 
) 
I ) . k ~'x IA i  
~K H(e2) ' 
Discreteness provides us with a very precise statement regarding the failure of 
slicing to preserve the right adjoint. 
Theorem 2.4. For A a tiny object in a topos E, B any object therein, the functors 
(AB(-))a, A and AB((--) A) are naturally isomorphic if  and only if B is A-discrete. 
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 B(AsX A) 
B 
Proof. Consider the functors l l  B [(AB(--))ABA] and l i  B [AB((--)A)]. They are natural- 
ly isomorphic if and only if their left adjoints are, the left adjoints being (respec- 
tively) 27B [(AB(-)) aBA ] = 27B [AB((--) A )] = B x (_)A and 27 B [AB(-)] A = B A × (_)A, 
which are naturally isomorphic if and only if B A is isomorphic to B, that is if and 
only if B is A-discrete. Thus it is necessary that B be A-discrete for the functors to 
be naturally isomorphic. 
For sufficiency, consider the construction i  the proof of Freyd's Theorem: 
'-L 
I 
suppA 
where ¢ corresponds to the classifying map of inclusion of constants. 
If B is A-discrete, then ¢ = ! tA, so the defining pullback factors as 
/~B(ZI BXAA ) 
L 
B 
I I '.gA 
' 1 '/2 A 
tA 
supPA 
the right-hand pullback being XA since (--)A preserves limits. 
Thus (AB(-))zJBA ~-AB((--)A). 
A number of observations follow from Theorem 2.4: first, it has long been known 
that the right adjoint in the definition of tininess was external only, applying to 
hom-sets, but not to horn-objects. However, Theorem 2.4 easily gives us: 
Corollary 2.5. I rA  is tiny, well-supported in E a topos (resp. ~t a K-indexed family 
o f  tiny, well-supported objects in E, a topos with K-indexed products), then the 
pairs (--)A~(--)A (resp. (--)n~(--)a ~for  all i eK)  are adjunctions over A-~sc 
(resp. over mr-disc). 
Second, in light of the above, the following is useful in iterative constructions in- 
volving tiny objects; 
Proposition 2.6. I f  E is a topos with natural numbers object, N, and A is any tiny 
object therein, then ~q is A-discrete. 
Proof. (_)A preserves the Freyd Postulates for N. 
Finally as observed by Freyd [4], we have 
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Theorem 2.7. Any small topos, E with tiny object A can be logically embedded in
a topos E + by afunctor E 5~E + so that Jr(A) is tiny and J~(--A)----Jt(--)#(A), and 
the ~(A)-discretes are covered by their partial points. 
Although a choice-free proof does exist, we sketch below a conceptually simpler 
proof using AC in the mctalanguage. Both the proof below and the choice-free 
proof are variants of proofs of Freyd's 'Capitalization Lemma' (cf. [5]). 
Proof of 2.7. Well-order the well-supported objects of A-disc. Construct an ordinal 
sequence of topoi with cmbeddings of E satisfying all but the last condition in the 
conclusion of the theorem as follows: 
Let E0 = E. 
At successor ordinals, a + 1, if the image of every well-supported A-discrete ob- 
ject in Ea is covered by its points, stop the construction, and call E a E*, otherwise 
let B be the first (in the sense of the well-ordering) well-supported A-discrete object 
whose image is not covered by its points, and let E~+l = E~/B, with the embedding 
of E given by 
E~Ea ~ Ea+ 1. 
For limit ordinals, )., E~= U~<~ Ea, with the obvious embedding of E. 
Now EkE*  has all the desired properties except hat only those discrete well- 
supported objects which are images of objects in E need be covered by their points. 
To complete the construction, let E + be the union of E~E*c-.(E*)*~... .  
It is plain that every well-supported discrete object in E + is covered by its points, 
and is easy to check that this implies that every discrete object in E + is covered by 
its partial points. 
It should be noted that in E + constructed above, the J(A)-discretes are precisely 
the objects covered by their partial points, since any object covered by its partial 
points is discrete with respect o any tiny object. 
Having examined slicing, one is naturally led to another question: What can be 
said about the behavior of tininess under more general inverse image functors? 
We will consider the question only for bounded morphisms - to begin with, the 
geometric morphism from a topos of diagrams on an internal category back to a 
base topos. 
Proposition 2.8. I f  E is a topos, A a tiny object therein, and 
C= ~xcoC1--~Cl -I- , 
id 
an internal category in A-disc, then C*(A), the constant diagram on A in E c, is 
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tiny. C* preserves exponentiation by A and its right adjoint, and A-disc c is the 
subtopos of  C*(A)-discretes in E c. 
Proof. We denote objects in E c by (XXco cIX---~X), the fibering of X over C o 
being left implicit. 
NOW C*(A)=AXC 1 lxt AXCo . 
We claim for X×co C1 X, X, an internal diagram, we have 
(××Co C1 X-"~ x)C*(A)-~ (XA ×Co C1 ~ :" xA ) 
where g(,~a.~(a), It)= Aa.x(~(a), g). 
It is easy to show X A x Xc0 C1 ,X  A is an internal diagram over C. To finish the 
proof of the claim, consider the sequence of natural bijections: 
z xA  maps Z ×Co C1 --- ,Z to Xc o C1 , X A in E c 
squares Z ×Co C~ 
0×1 
X A CI ×Co 
,Z  
X A in E 
squares 
Z 
Z Xco C 1 , Z 
Cxc°nst I 1 ¢ 
(XXcoC l )  A x A 'X  "4 in E 
(since Co, C1 are A-discrete) 
zxl 
squares , Z x A Zxco C 1 xA  
~' lt 2 [ 
X XCo C~ ,X  in E 
x 
maps x EC (ZXcoC 1 Z ,Z)xC*(A)  to XXcoCI - -~X in 
It is easy to check from this alternate representation f (_)c*(A) that 
C*(_A)__-- C*(_)C*(A). 
Next we claim that the right adjoint to (_)C*(A) is given by 
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z 
(Z XCo C 1 ' Z)C*(A ) = Z A Xco C1 ) ZA, 
where ( corresponds to 
(ZA)A X(CoA) (C¢)-~(ZA)A)<Co Cl r/z Xco 1 ' Z Xc0 C 1 z , Z, 
where r/is the counit of the adjunction (_)A_q (--)A" 
To see that ( thus defined gives an internal diagram structure, notice that (-)A 
fixes A-discretes, so ( is really (Z)A. 
Now the following sequence of natural bijections proves the claim: 
maps XXCoC l X'x to  (ZAXCoCI ~--~ZA) in E c 
squares 
x 
X ×c o C1 , X 
ZA XCo C1 ( ' ZA in E 
squares (XXc o Ci) A 
0A×I]  
(ZA) A )<(cA ) C A 
17 z× const- 1 
X A 
Z ×Co C1 
, X A 
,Z  in E 
squares x A X(cg) c ¢ 
 ×const-l[ 
Z Xco C~ 
X A ,xA 
'Z  in E 
squares X A Xco C1 ~ ~ X A 
t 
Z Xco C1 , Z Z in E 
(since Co and Cl are A-discrete) 
maps 
x 
(XXc o C1 ~ X) c*(a) to (Z Xc0 C 1 z Z) 
That C*(--A)--=-C*(--)C.(A) follows readily from the observation that 
in E c. 
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colimc(-) A _= colimc ( -  C*(A)). 
Finally from the alternate characterization f (_)C*(A) it is clear that A-disc c is 
the topos of C*(A)-discretes. 
Similarly for families of tiny objects: 
Corollary 2.9. I f  E is a topos with K-indexed products, a¢ a K-indexed family of 
tiny well-supported objects, C an at-discrete internal category, then C*(A) is tiny 
for A, and the subtopos of C*(aC)-discretes in E c is at-disc . 
Regarding sheafification we have 
Proposition 2.10. I f  E is any topos, A a tiny well-supported object herein, j :  ~--, 
a topology on A-disc, j the induced topology on E, then the j-sheafification on A, 
Ij*(A), is tiny in shj(E), shi(A-disc) is the subtopos of Ij*(A)-discretes, and 17(-) 
preserves exponentiation by A. 
Proof. We have a pullback in TOP: 
shjOS) I , shj(A-disc) 
' 1 
E ' A-disc 
and thus, regarding (--)A as an essential geometric morphism from E to E, we have 
shj(E) 
\ 
~r !gx., 
Ij \ \N  
S 
E 
/j / 
, shj(A-disc) 
, A-disc 
E 
Now I j.(g.(X))=(Ij.(X))A for X a j-sheaf, and Ij*(yA)=g*(Ij*(Y)) for any ob- 
ject Yin E. Thus i fX i s  a sheaf, so is XA=g*(X), and if Yis a sheaf, so is yA __ 
y~(A), and thus g*(Y)= y~(A). Hence g* is an essential geometric morphism with 
g,=(--)Iy*(A)~g*=(--)~(A)-qg.=(--)A. Thus/y*(A) is tiny. That /7 ( - )  preserves 
exponentiation by A follows by uniqueness of adjoints. 
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To see that shi(A-disc ) is the subtopos of/7(A)-discretes, first notice that a j- 
sheaf is I*(A)-discrete if and only if it is A-discrete. 
Now let 1 >-,Jbe the generic j-dense subobject in A-disc. Then, following Joyal's 
construction for the induced topology (Johnstone [6]) the generic j-dense subobject 
is 1~ fit, where we regard J as a subobject of fl (in E), and where for subobjects 
X of I2, 
X r-~ {y[ gxeX(x~y)=y}~I2,  
Xt= {y[ Vx~X(y-*x)=x}c~2. 
Let (-):, and (-) f  be similarly defined for subobjects of f). 
It is plain that jc_ jrttq (-2 C_ J:( But J= jn since ./arises from a topology. Notice, 
however, that l>--~Jrttqff2 classifies j-dense subobjects of A-discretes. Thus in fact, 
y= ( yrl )" an d 
/l ' 
J 
"2 ' <D 
since right adjoints preserve limits. 
Thus 
D ~ Dr> ; D 
But H i is in fact (£2j): since ( : )  preserves monics and hence images of retrac- 
tions. Moreover (-~) preserves exponentiation by A-discretes, so for XA-discrete we 
l~ave 
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X {} , .Qx ,,.Qx 
. 
II 
, (o f ) "  
Thus the image of X in f2 X, M(X), which is universal for maps from X into j- 
separated objects lies in (~/)x, and thus we have 
M(X) ,1 
,5 
as well as M(X) ,1 
l 
XM(x) 
Thus 
/j*(X) , 1 and hence (/7(X))" 
i t 
,Q 
J 
,1  
I 1' 
,.O ,.O 
But the last pullback also defines the f-sheafification of X, /7(X) .  Thus if X is A- 
discrete and a j-sheaf, it is also a f-sheaf. 
Finally we must see that all f-sheaves are j-sheaves. It plainly suffices to show that 
the inverse image functor of sh j (E)~f  shy(A-disc) reflects isomorphism. We pro- 
ceed by showing that shf(A-dis¢) is the image of f. Recall that we have seen that 
~y, the subobject classifier in shy(A-disc) is in fact (f2j), but since (--)A and (_)A 
have both been shown to preserve j-sheafness and j-sheaves are dosed under taking 
equalizers, (=) preserves j-sheafness, o (19j)" is a j-sheaf. Using the construction of 
Lawvere and Tierney for image factorizations in TOP (Johnstone [6]) and the 
observations above it follows from an easy diagram chase that the topology on 
shi(A-disc ) which gives the image is trivial, and hence f is a surjection. Thus 
shj(A-disc) is/7(A).-disc. 
Corollary 2.11./ f  E /s  any topos with K-indexed products, ~t a K-indexed family 
of  tiny well-supported objects therein, f :  ~2~ ~2 a topology on ~t.disc, j the induced 
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topology on E, then for A e~t, Ij*(A), the j-sheafification of A is tiny in shj(E), 
and shy(~t-disc) is the subtopos of Ij*(~t)-discretes in shy(E). 
Corollary 2.12. I f  E is any topos, A a tiny object therein, there is a non-degenerate 
topology on E so that the A-discrete sheaves form a Boolean topos. 
Proof. Use the topology on E induced by the -1 ~-topology on A-disc. 
Finally, summing up Propositions 2.8 and 2.10 via the theorem of Giraud- 
Mitchell-Diaconescu haracterizing bounded morphisms, we have: 
Theorem 2.13. I f  E is any topos, A a tiny object therein, B f ,  A-disc any bounded 
morphism, and 
F ,B 
1 
E ' A-disc 
a pullback in TOP, then f*(A)  is tiny in F, f *  preserves exponentiation by A, and 
B is the subtopos off*(A)-discretes in F. 
Several important questions remain: when does sheafification preserve not only 
the tininess of an object, but the right adjoint as well? Are the conditions given on 
bounded morphisms necessary as well as sufficient? (As asked the answer is no, 
since non-discrete internal categories equivalent to discrete ones will also yield the 
conclusion of Proposition 2.8; the question in this case is really "Are there any 
others?".) 
We conclude this section with a strong negative result suggested by the concept 
of discreteness. 
Theorem 2.14. In any topos whose objects are covered by their partial points (in par- 
ticular in any localic topos), the only tiny objects are subterminators. 
Proof. Let A be tiny in such a topos. Since subterminators are discrete with respect 
to any tiny object, slicing by the support of A preserves the right adjoint, so w.m.a. 
A is well-supported. 
Now, A is covered by its partial points, and is thus the colimit of its partial points 
with their inclusions into one another: 
c°limfe O,A) dom(f) = A. 
However, partial points are discrete, and exponentiation by A preserves all co- 
limits, so 
C, mtmmvoet~rmhm~ e n ~  
Amstwe~r, 
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A -= colimf~ O,/]) dom(f) = colimfe (1, ~)(dom(f)) A 
----- [colimf~ (1,`4) dom(f)]'4 _=_ A`4. 
Thus the identity of A is constant, so A is a subterminator. 
3. Applications to models of SDG 
All recent treatments of synthetic differential geometry have assumed as axio- 
matic the tininess of certain objects, ranging from Kock [7] where tininess is assum- 
ed for all spectra of Weft algebras to Yetter [11] where tininess is posited only for 
the generic tangent vector. 
The standard method for constructing models of SDG has been as follows: an ex- 
tension of the theory of JR-algebras for which all Weil algebras are models is chosen 
(usually the theory of C°°-algebras). A site (C, J) is constructed where C °p is a sub- 
category of the set-valued models of the theory, closed under coproducts, and con- 
taining the Weil algebras of interest. J-sheafification is then shown by ad hoc means 
to preserve the tininess of the desired objects. 
We show in this section that the methods developed in Sections 1 and 2 can be 
used to construct a wider variety of models for SDG than had been previously 
known, and that the preservation of tininess by the open cover topology (or the 
finite open cover topology advocated by Reyes and Moerdijk) is a consequence of 
Proposition 2.10. 
To state some of our results we need: 
Definition 3.1. Let ~ be a family of Weft algebras over a field K of characteristic 0. 
A ~-lined topos is a pair (E, R) where E is an elementary topos with ~-indexed 
products, and R is a K-algebra therein, satisfying moreover 
L I~ Rs~(gO,-<R®K W foral l  Win ~/" 
t~ 
where a is the canonical inclusion. 
L2 ~ spec(W) is tiny for all W in ~.  
A lined topos is a {K[e]/e2}-lined topos. By abuse of language we say an object is 
~-discrete if it is spec(W)-discrete for all W in ~.  
As immediate consequences of our results in Sections 1 and 2 we have: 
Theorem 3.2. I f  OF, R) is a ~-lined topos, then so are 
(E/X, Zix(R)) for any object X in E, 
(Ec, C*(R)) for any ~t'-discrete internal category C, and 
(shy(E),/j*(R)) for j any topology on E induced by a topology on the subtopos of  
~t'-discretes. 
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Moreover, in the first case whenever X is ~-discrete d x preserves the (-)spec(w) 
for  all W in ~I/, as does C* in the second case. 
Our techniques also yield a metatheorem of the sort obtained in Freyd [3]: 
Definition 3.3. A universal horn theory of  exactness, freeness and ~l~-prolongations 
is a collection of universally quantified horn sentences in the predicates "is a limit 
of D", "is a colimit of D", "is the canonical map from (to) the (co-)limit of D" 
for finite diagrams D; "commutes", is a free T-model on", "is the canonical map 
induced by freeness" for (essentially) algebraic theories T; and "is X swc(w)'', 
" ( - )  xspec(W)~(-)  is the evaluation map", and " ( - )~X s~(w) is the name of 
( - )  x spec(W) a .~X" for any W in ~.  
Metatheorem 3.4. The universal horn theory of  exactness, freeness, and ~J'-pro- 
longations true for all ~t~-lined topoi with ~l'-disc boolean is true for all ~-l ined 
topoi. 
Proof. Using slicing, closed sheafifications (necessarily induced by topologies on 
~-disc), the topology induced by the -~-~-topology on ~-disc, and products of 
topoi (in CAT), an exact functor with a right adjoint and preserving all (-)sp~(W)'s 
can be constructed from any ~-lined topos to a ~-lined topos with boolean ~-  
discretes in such a way that its restriction to a given finite diagram is faithful. 
As another example of our techniques, we show that a ~-lined topos over K can 
be constructed so that the ring R satisfies any collection of conditions of the forms 
Yx e R p(x) = 0 or -1 ~tx e R p(x) = 0 for polynomials p over K, consistent with the 
theory of K-algebras: 
Theorem 3.5. Let K be any field o f  characteristic O, {Pi l ie /},  {qj [ je J}  sets of  
polynomials over K so that 
A (.~txea Pi(x)=O)A A -~(:'txeR qj(x)=O) 
ie I  j e J  
is consistent with the theory of  K-algebras. Then for any collection, ~l', o f  Weil 
algebras over K there is a ~-l ined topos (F~ R) so that R satisfies 
A (YxeRpi(x)=O)^ A ~(,"txeRqj(x)=O). 
ie I  j e J  
Proof. We work in the case of ~= all Weil algebras over K. 
Consider the category K-aig. Since it has an initial object, K, subterminators in 
F = Sets E'~t correspond to cribles at K. In particular there are cribles 
I f  :K~A A (~xeApi(x)=O) 1 
ie!  
and I f  :K~A V (gx eA qj(x) = o) 1. 
jE J  
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Let U~ 1 be the subterminator corresponding to the first of these, V~ 1 the sub- 
terminator corresponding to the second of these. The topology induced by open 
sheafifying with respect o U, and dosed sheafifying with respect o V is induced 
by the topology with the same description on ~-disc, thus by Theorem 3.2 the topos 
of sheaves is a ~/~-lined topos. But the sheafification of the forgetful functor has 
had the desired conditions imposed on it by the topology. 
Finally we consider the case of the (finite) open cover topology: Let Mf be the 
category of smooth paracompact manifolds and Coo-maps, C®-alg the category of 
Coo-algebras (in Sets), then Coo(-) is a full contravariant embedding of Mf into 
C°%aig. Let ~ be any family of Weft algebras, and B be the smallest full sub- 
category of C~-alg containing ~ and the image of Coo(-) and closed under the co- 
product ®oo. 
Now in Sets a an object S(-)  is spec(W)-discrete if and only if S(-)  is naturally 
isomorphic to S(-®0~ W). Thus we can extend the pretopology given by images of 
(finite) open covers from Mf as covering families in two stages: first define covering 
families at C°~(M)®oo W to be ( - )@~ W applied to covering families at C°°(M), 
the subobject of ~ in ~-disc thus defined generates a topology on ~-disc, which 
in turn generates the (finite) open cover topology on Sets B. Thus the preservation 
of the tininess of spec(W) follows from Proposition 2.10. 
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